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The start of each school year brings
new beginnings – new beginnings for
students, parents, teachers, administrators and districts. The start of the
new school year brings with it the opportunity to create goals for our own
personal improvement as well as goals
for school and district improvement.
Professional learning is the key – the
key that opens the door to improving
our craft.

AASCD has long been a provider of
quality of professional learning. Last year AASCD partnered
with the ALSDE to provide a “boot camp” that brought basic
information and current topics to attendees. AASCD also
held a winter conference devoted to the topic of coaching and
mentoring. In addition, AASCD partnered with AAMSP,
CLAS and other affiliates to host the Alabama Grading Conference. If you were not a part of these learning opportunities, you missed out on important, relevant information.
New beginnings (otherwise known as “changes”) continue for Alabama. The new Alabama Literacy Act will have
massive implications for Alabama school districts. Professional learning standards are being reviewed for updates and
revisions. Assessment continues to be evolving. Then there
is the new mathematics course of study and textbook adoption, and right after that revised ELA standards and textbook
adoption. The list sometimes appears to be endless.
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President’s Message Continued
The key – professional learning – should be a priority for every educator!
While our name, Alabama Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, may sound like
an organization for directors and supervisors, our organization is actually for any educator interested
in curriculum. Hmm. That means all educators – teachers, school administrators, central office personnel and superintendents. AASCD will continue to provide quality professional learning focusing
on topics that assist educators in developing curriculum that meets the ever changing needs of the
students while adhering to current laws and regulations.
Mark your calendars now so you can be a part of AASCD’s professional learning activities.
Upcoming professional learning events can be found on page 6.

Join AASCD today. If you are already a member, tell your
colleagues how AASCD can make a difference for them and their
instructional leadership.
For more information, contact Vicky Ozment, Vice-President of
Membership, at vozment@tcboe.org.
-membership form on next page 7
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The Power of Thoughts
It is hard to Believe that
another school year is
underway. I hope everyone
had an enjoyable and
relaxing summer! I would
like to take this time to
welcome everyone back for
an exciting school year. I
truly Believe this will be the
best year ever for students
in Alabama Schools. For
Dr. Carlos Nelson
those of you that are new
President-Elect
to the Alabama Association
Alabama ASCD
of
School
Curriculum
Directors
(AASCD),
I
extend a special welcome and thank you for
choosing to become a member of AASCD. I
Believe you will find our organization as one of the
premier organizations that provides support and
professional learning for thriving leaders.

your students understand that education may be the
only way out of a bad situation? I encourage each
of you to focus on Dr. Adolph Brown’s inquiries
and examine your thoughts as you reflect on what
you honestly Believe an educator should be.
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elieve in all your students, and be your best
every day

xpect all students to graduate and be college
and career ready

ove everyone, despite their attitude, their
beliefs, or their thoughts about you

nstill creativity and innovation in your
classroom/school every day
njoy having the opportunity to impact a life
and change the world every day
alidate why excellence should be the
benchmark for everyone in your district

This summer, I had the opportunity to attend
the closing session “I Am Because of You,” with
Dr. Adolph Brown at the Council for Leaders in
Alabama Schools (CLAS) Conference. During
the session, Dr. Brown shared information on
how our thoughts can impact the possibility of
closing the empathy gap and understanding how
every relationship matters to everyone in our
schools. He challenged everyone “not to Believe
everything you think without researching it.”
This statement encouraged me to reflect on my
personal and professional thoughts and determine
how powerful the mind is in controlling what we
Believe. How often do we get caught up in believing
that our students cannot achieve, not behave, or
not be successful? How often do we investigate to
determine why our students struggle? How often
do we reflect on the way we think? After all, who
thinks about thinking? As an educator, we must
learn how to control our thoughts because what
we Believe influences how we feel and behave,
especially concerning the achievement and success
of our teachers and our students.
Do you Believe your students will succeed? Do you
Believe that you will make a difference and help

day

xperience success and failure as you attempt
to be the best for teachers and students every

As you begin this school year, make it a priority
to control your thoughts and Believe in everyone.
Not because it is what you are supposed to do, but
because they deserve it. If you draw inaccurate
conclusions about people, you can limit their
opportunities to be successful. I challenge you
to investigate why you Believe what you Believe.
Examine the restrictions you have placed on
yourself and others. Perhaps you have declared
yourself incompetent, or you have decided that you
are an ineffective leader. Remind yourself that you
do not have to allow those beliefs to restrict your
potential. Just because you think something, does
not make it right. Believing in yourself and others
may present obstacles, but with practice, you can
overcome your challenges and enhance your ability
to thrive as you encourage others to reach their
greatest potential.
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Executive Director’s Report
Learning from People: A This Learning from People is not a passive process,
Fresh Approach
but one that requires focus and commitment on our
part. According to Executive Leadership Coach,
In the book, How to Win Lolly Daskal, we learn best when we do these 7
Friends
and
Influence things:
People, Dale Carnegie
writes, “You can make more
Exchange roles – connect and exchange
friends in 2 months by being
with key individuals
interested in other people
Collaborate – realize we don’t have to have
than you can in 2 years by
all the knowledge
trying to get other people
Dr. F. Jane Cobia
interested in you.” This sage
Find the smartest person in the room –
Executive Director advice seems even more
who is the expert on that issue/topic with
Alabama ASCD
important in today’s world
most experience
as we are confronted with artificial intelligence,
Mix it up – engage in multiple levels of
ownership of individual development, and the
learning, hone your own expertise and
personal learning cloud. The truly effective school
then take first steps in another area of
leader is one who is able to navigate new fields and
interest
yet learn from people.
Build a support team – have trusted people
One way to accelerate this learning is to express
on your team – this allows for feedback
interest in other’s point of view. Interest expressed
and direction
in others and their experiences also helps us learn.
In a paper called, The Psychology of Curiosity, a
Read the past – learn about the past/history
Carnegie Mellon professor wrote that curiosity (or
because this leads us to the future
the feeling that you’re being deprived of knowledge)
is a major motivator in learning. This makes sense
Invest in yourself – take risks and go
because if you are having a conversation with
outside your comfort zone.
someone, but focused on something else happening
in the room, your’e not going to get the full benefit
of that learning . The secret is to give your full and We learn from what we teach others. We learn
genuine interest to that person so you do learn.
from our work with others. We learn from others.
Conversations are another way to learn form Leadership and learning are invaluable to each
someone. If you give something in return, you have other.
a bigger investment in that topic. Ask questions There are multiple experiences available to learn
when you need clarification. This conversation from people and Alabama ASCD this year –
should not be an interrogation, but one of give and watch for Central Office Boot Camps and Winter
take, a sharing of comments and ideas.
Conference registrations information.
Why is it important to learn from others? It simply
provides insight and ideas. Learning is critical for
anyone in a leadership position. Does workplace
learning benefit the employees? Many people
say they prefer to learn in their own classroom or
school setting as it is more meaningful to them.
They say they respond to the opportunities that
directly benefit themselves.
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District Spotlight - Sheffield City Schools
ICU, a system of support
hospitals utilize to surround
critical patients with round
the clock care. Nothing is left
to chance. Vitals are checked
with regularity. All patients
are in close proximity and can
visually be seen by the critical
care nurses.

Presenting students with choices is huge so it does
not feel like a punishment. Every staff member in the
school has access to this database, so any teacher or
staff member can encourage students to complete
their assignments, another support layer. Everyone
is cheering the student on to completion! Completion is a huge intrinsic motivator.

Once the student completes the assignment, the parent receives another notification letting them know
What if we took that concept their child has been removed from the ICU list.
and installed it in our schools?
Shelly Hollis
That is exactly what Sheffield This system can prevent the downward spiral many
Curriculum &
City Schools is doing with of our students find themselves in when they cannot
Instructional
the assistance of Danny Hill, get caught up. No longer is it acceptable to get a zero.
Specialist
Work will be completed because that is the expectaSheffield City Schools author of The Power of ICU. tion from the whole staff.
Our administrative team and
central office cabinet was introduced to Danny and Here is the flip side of the ICU process. As educathe ICU concept at the Creating Alternative Path- tors, we need to be very conscientious about our asways for Students Conference held in Florence last signments. Are they high quality? Are they tightly
spring.
aligned to the standards? Are they worthwhile asAs is true with many school systems, one of our most signments leading to mastery of standards? The
challenging hurdles is student apathy. Many students whole staff must utilize the list for the ICU process
simply do not care if they receive a poor grade, and to be successful.
threats or treats do not motivate them. The concept We want to communicate to all of our students they
of ICU instills a system of layered support that com- are capable of completing assignments with quality
municates that the whole staff cares about every stu- and learn the standards. And we will soak them in
dent completing every assignment.
whatever support necessary to help them.
So instead of enticing with treats or threatening with Photo of Danny Hill
poor grades, students who fail to turn in quality as- presenting to our staff:
signments which lead to mastery of standards will be
placed on the ICU “list” by their teacher. The list is really a database which will send a text and an email to
the parent letting them know their child has missed
an assignment. This is the first layer of support.
Each school has time slots built into the day where
students can complete the assignments under the supervision of a teacher - another layer of support. This
might be before school, during lunch or after school.
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2019-2020

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Make plans to join us for #ACGAL at Paul W. Bryant High School in Tuscaloosa,
AL on Saturday, October 5, 2019.
Alabama ASCD (@AlabamaASCD) is proud to collaborate with Alabama
AMLE (@alabama_amle), the Alabama NBCT Network (@alnbctnetwork),
the Alabama Regional Inservice Centers (@UofARIC), and CLAS (@
clasleaders) to present the Alabama Conference on Grading and Assessment
for Learning. #ACGAL is a conference for Alabama educators designed to
be a forum for examining grading and assessment practices, for deepening
professional competencies in using those practices to drive learning forward,
and for networking with educators passionate about both.

October 9, 2019 - Huntsville
October 10, 2019 - Alabaster
February 18, 2020 - Alabaster
February 19, 2020 - Huntsville

Our keynote speaker is perhaps the foremost scholar on standards-based
grading, Dr. Tom Guskey (@tguskey). The registration fee of $75 includes a
copy of his book On Your Marks.
Registration is now open at https://acgal.org/.

For education leaders at every level, in every role, looking to transform intentions into targeted strategies for high-performing schools that achieve more
for students, staff, districts, and communities.
At the Conference on Educational Leadership, explore sessions that will help
you
Cultivate school safety, foster a healthy climate, raise student performance and
trust, instill the mindset of equity and respect for identity, achieve connections
to one another and the entire education community
Register: http://www.ascd.org/conference-on-educational-leadership.aspx
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Join us for the AASCD
Winter Conference
January 27-28, 2020
Registration forms will
be available after
September 1.

Marriott Birmingham
3590 Grandview Pkwy
Birmingham, AL 35243

ALSDE Curriculum Updates
Welcome back to the 20192020 school year! Summer
vacations and professional
learning opportunities have
come been replaced by New
Teacher Orientations, Institute Days, First Days of
School, and don’t forget the
endless hours you have spent
prepping for your classroom
and school opening debuts.
Dr. Elisabeth Davis During the first week of
Asst. Superintendent August, I was blessed to be
of Student Learning invited to provide ALSDE
ALSDE
Updates during the Morgan
County Schools Professional
Learning Conference, and the energy at Priceville High School was contagious! Later that day, I
visited Huntsville City Schools and witnessed the
same eagerness and enthusiasm to welcome students back for another school year! I then remembered one of Dr. Kevin Elko’s challenges during a
former Institute Day that changed me forever. “So
What, Now What?” was his statement or question
to the group. While the challenge was related to
our personal mindset as we would be faced with
challenges, situations, and other issues in our personal and professional lives, I want to challenge
Alabama educators to apply that statement to all of
the countless hours you spent learning and growing over the summer.
Over the summer, I witnessed tremendous enthusiasm around the new learning gleaned not only in
Alabama but across the United States through a variety of professional learning opportunities. While
I hope you did find some time to rejuvenate and
treat yourself to some relaxation, I continue to be
impressed by the countless professional learning
that took place in June and July. Your commitment
to continuous personal and professional growth is
astounding and indicates the passion Alabama educators have for providing all of our students with
the knowledge and skills necessary to compete in
our constantly evolving global environment. “So
What, Now What?”
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You will most likely enter the new school year with
revised lesson plans, new resources, and other new
learning that you have plans to introduce this year,
but what steps have you taken to not only ensure
your new learning is not only implemented in your
classroom or school but also measured for effectiveness and impact on students? Have you identified the mechanism for measuring impact? Do
you have a plan to reflect on the implementation
to identify strengths, areas of focus, and impact on
students? If you have included these questions in
your planning, you have the beginning mechanism
to measure your “Return on Investment” or ROI
based on the time, money, and efforts you invested
during your summer break. If you take your learning back to the classroom, implement it, and then
continue your other routines, I urge you to consider the importance of applying what you learned,
which includes measuring impact and reflecting on
data to make any needed changes.
“So What, Now What?” As you get back into
the grind, please don’t forget the enthusiasm you
brought to the beginning of the new school year
as you encounter multiple challenges, obstacles,
and celebrations! Remember why you attended
professional learning throughout the summer and
why you spent time relaxing by the beach reading
a particular book or magazine that inspired you
to introduce something new in your school this
year! Remember that your ongoing learning and
its impact on students is just as important as the
ongoing learning your doctor participates in that
ultimately impacts his/her diagnosis and treatment
plan for you. Once you start on a new treatment
plan prescribed by your doctor based on new research, will you be required to follow up with the
doctor to reflect on impact? Will adjustments be
made based on individual needs and possibly even
new research? I challenge you to remember that as
you continually impact Alabama’s students. Have a
great year!

The Learning Professional
August is upon us once again and many of you are preparing to open school
in a couple of days or weeks. Soon, the halls will be filled with excited
students eager to learn or eager to challenge the learning environmentwhichever one it is, back to school time is near!
Our 2019 CLAS Convention in Montgomery was a success with over 1,000
educators in attendance! Our goal was to provide a lot of information and
inspiration to get you ready for the upcoming school year, and we believe
that we accomplished just that! Although, learning was taking place, we
also had to ensure that we provided some time for fun and the President’s
Demica Sanders
Reception accomplished that! Many of us spent the night networking
Professional Learning and dancing to the soothing music of Slim and the Soulful Saints!
Director
CLAS

Like many of you, we returned to the office and began preparing for the
new year. As the premier organization for school leaders, CLAS works
hard to stay abreast of changes that will impact education in the state of Alabama. This
year, we have provided a way for the Alabama State Department of Education to bring you
updates through many of our lunch and learn webinars and Curriculum and Instruction boot
camps offered in collaboration with Alabama Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development (AASCD). Our Leadership Institutes and conferences will also provide you with
pertinent information needed as you lead Alabama’s schools. According to Dr. Vic Wilson,
Executive Director for CLAS, “we strive to be the best professional learning organization we
can be, and we do that by highlighting six strands: Professional Learning, Advocacy, Legal
Services, Networking, Communications, and Awards and Recognition Programs. With
every event, we strive to get feedback from attendees to help us enhance future events. We
also read daily to find new topics, best practices, ideas, and speakers to enhance membership
experiences with CLAS.”
The professional learning department has also been busy writing new PLUs for the
upcoming school year. Six new PLUs were approved during the month of May, and we are
continuing to write new ones this month. We are excited to say that we will offer a new PLU
for AASCD members (pending ACLD approval)! Now, you can earn a PLU while you gain
valuable knowledge at the C&I Boot Camps, Winter Conference and 2020 CLAS Convention.
We are definitely ready for the new academic year. Are you? If not, join CLAS today
because MEMBERSHIP HAS ITS BENEFITS and as always, don’t hesitate to contact us if we
can help in any way.
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